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Cluster persistence of two-dimensional soap froth
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~Received 30 August 2001; published 20 March 2002!

We report on the persistence decay of cell clusters in dynamical simulation of two-dimensional soap-froth as
a function of the cluster volume fraction. Both slow gas diffusion and fast dynamical topological processes
between cells are incorporated in the simulation. While the simulation yields decay rate in good agreement
with two-dimensional soap-froth experiment, it shows a faster decay in comparison to measurements and
calculations of persistence in other curvature-driven systems. The fraction of individual cells that contain
persistent area also decays due to significant cell movements, confirming that the neighbor swappingT1
topological transition is important in froth coarsening.
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Foams are three-dimensional, space-filling cellular str
tures analogous to other systems such as metal grains
biological tissues@1#. The simplest foam is made of soa
bubbles where gas diffusion between bubbles drives the
tem to minimize the surface energy. As a result, the fo
coarsens with the average bubble size increasing with tim
the expense of the total number of bubbles in the foa
However, the study of three-dimensional foam had been
dered by the inability to acquire the internal structure of
foam @2# and it is only recently that detailed informations a
obtained by different methods, like the magnetic resona
imaging@3#, diffusing-wave spectroscopy@4#, and optical to-
mography reconstruction@5#. These experimental studies, t
gether with the recent theoretical developments@6#, are lead-
ing to better understanding of the dynamics of soap foam
contrast to three-dimensional foam, two-dimensional so
froth had attracted much attention in the past decade bec
of its simplicity and relative ease in its experimental se
@7–10#. Again, driven by gas diffusion, it is found that cel
grow ~shrink! if their number of edges are larger~smaller!
than six@11#. Furthermore, the system will evolve to a un
versal scaling state where the distribution of cell edges
time independent for almost all initial conditions@10,12#.
The above static properties had been well studied experim
tally and good agreements with theories and simulations
been reported@10,13–15#. Recently, much of the focus ha
shifted to the dynamics such as the studies of surviv
@16,17#, first-passage exponent@18,19#, and cell movements
@20#. It is now known that cell movement due to fast top
logical transitions caused by gas diffusion, specially
neighbor swapping (T1) process@21#, plays an important
role in the coarsening of soap-froth. This is in contrast
grain growth in polycrystallite systems where topologic
processes occur at about the same slow time scale as d
sion. To probe the coarsening dynamics, a new tool ca
cluster persistence, was introduced by Lee and Rutenbe
study the coarsening of soap-froth as well as noncellu
structures@22#. We have applied the persistence to tw
dimensional soap-froth experiment and obtained a m
faster decay of persistence than measurements and ca
tions of other systems, including theQ state Potts model tha
is believed to resemble soap-froth for largeq @23#. The result
suggests that soap froth is quite unique and needs fur
investigation.
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Two-dimensional soap-froth has also been simulated
ing topological models@16# and direct dynamical simulation
@24# using the method of Weaire and Kermode@25#. Direct
dynamical simulation serves as a good test for the per
tence. However, simulations by Weaire and Kermode~WK!
@25# and later by Aref and Herdtle~AH! @26# were limited to
small sample size and had not been compared to exp
ments. Recently, a much faster and larger dynamical sim
tion has been reported, which shows excellent agreem
with soap froth@27#. In this paper, we report on the persi
tence of two-dimensional soap-froth simulated by using
dynamical model of Chae and Tabor@27,28#. The persistence
shows faster decay rates for all cluster volume fractions
good agreement with the soap-froth experiment. Furth
more, large cell motions due to fast topological transitio
are also observed in the simulation, explaining the fast de
rate.

The direct simulation has been reported recently in de
@27,28# and is similar to that of WK@25# and AH @26#. The
simulation is based on a physical model where the movem
of cell edges and vertices due to gas diffusion through
edges between neighboring cells is followed by finding
quasiequilibrium configuration such that the three ed
meet at 120° and the pressure difference across each ed
balanced by the tension acting on the edge after each ‘‘
fusion step.’’ Furthermore,T1 andT2 topological transitions
are implemented with a series of criteria to eliminate spu
ous behavior and enable tight control on the accuracy~see
Refs.@27,28# for detailed implementation!. Note that, unlike
the simulations of WK@25# and AH @26#, von Neumann’s
law is not built into the model but is well satisfied for eve
individual n-sided cell@27#. The model has been shown t
reproduce quantitatively the evolution of two-dimension
soap froth@27,28# and has also been applied to recent stud
of ancestral cells~ancestors! that survive for long times@17#
and to the evolution of a single defect in ideal tw
dimensional hexagonal soap-froth@20#.

The simulation starts with 5000 cells obtained by using
Voronoi construction. Using periodic boundary condition
the froth is allowed to evolve according to the above spe
fied dynamics and stops at about 100 cells. Scaling sta
obtained at about 3000 cells after a transient period. In
scaling state the mean cell area grows linearly with time a
©2002 The American Physical Society01-1
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the distribution of edges is stationary, which is in excelle
agreement with the soap-froth experiment. Figure 1 sho
the evolution of the froth~dark lines! in the scaling regime.

Following the previous definition for persistence, we d
fine the pixels in a subset of cellsS by a function
pS( j ,t,t0)51, wherej P@1,1048,576# counts of theM pix-
els, and for pixels outside of that subset of cells,pS( j ,t,t0)
50. The cluster persistence of the setS is then given by

PS~ t,t0!5
1

M (
j 51

M

)
t85t0

t

pS~ j ,t8,t0!, ~1!

where 0<PS(t,t0)<1. In other words, a pixel counts to
wards the persistence if it has always been present in an
the cells belonging toS. With this definition, the traditiona
measure of persistence~or first-passage exponent! corre-
sponds to the case whereS consists of a single cell. More
generally we can take arbitrary subsets of all of theN(t0)
cells, where there are 2N(t0) possible subsets. We sample su
setsS5S(f) by randomly choosingm;fN(t0) cells at a

time. Here f5( j 51
m Aj (t)/( j 51

N(t0)Aj (t0) ~time averaged! is
the cluster volume fraction. Figure 1 also shows the per
tent area evolution~shaded areas! for initial cluster volume
fraction f50.31 with initial 2887 and final 138 cells. Th
resulting persistence decay is characterized by a power

PS(f)~ t,t0!5Pf~ t !;t2u(f);^A&2u8(f). ~2!

We expectu85u, since the average cell area in the froth^A&
is asymptotically proportional tot @10#, but we measureu8 to
eliminate the dependence on the absolute time origint0 and
to minimize transient effects@17,29#. We fit the persistent

FIG. 1. Images of simulated froth~dark lines! taken at~a! 10,
~b! 50, ~c! 150, and~d! 300 ~arbitrary time unit!, with ~a! 2887,~b!
865, ~c! 304, and~d! 138 cells, respectively. Shaded areas sh
cluster persistence for initial volume fractionf50.31 at different
time.
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decay for individual subsets as shown in Fig. 2, and th
average the resulting exponents—binning them with resp
to f(S). The averaged resulting exponents are plotted in F
3 as a function of volume fraction. The errors shown a
from the statistical variation of about 700 multiple-cell su
sets out of the 22887 possibilities for different volume frac-
tions, and can be reduced with more sampling. The resu
not sensitive to the fitting range and the choice of initialt0 in

FIG. 2. Log-log@base 10# plot of cluster persistence~arbitrary
unit! decay for various volume fractionsf. Solid lines are linear fits
to the data. The arrows indicate the fitting region used to extrac
persistence exponents.

FIG. 3. Persistence decay exponent as a function of volu
fraction for the direct simulation~open circles!, the experimental
soap froth~solid dots!, Potts model withf51/q ~triangles!, twisted
nematics~open square!, and droplet calculation~dashed line!. The
dotted curve is just a guide to the eye.
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the scaling regime. Also shown is the experimental resul
soap-froth~solid dots! reported earlier@23#. It is clear that
the agreement between the simulation and the experime
very good for the entire range of volume fraction, with t
simulation slightly higher than the experimental result. It
believed that better agreement can be obtained by fine tu
the details of theT1 and T2 topological processes in th
simulation. For comparison, the data from previous stud
of other systems with curvature-driven growth are also
cluded. These include the persistence of theQ-state Potts
model, with f51/q, simulated@30,31# and plotted as tri-
angles for 0,f<1/2. The Potts system, particularly whe
q→`, has been proposed as soap-froth analogies@8#. The
Potts data fits relatively well on a continuous curve~dotted
line!, interpolating smoothly betweenq52 with a two-
phase, noncellular structure, 3,q,` with a cellular struc-
ture and some cell coalescence, andq5` with a cellular
structure and no cell coalescence@30#. Also shown ~open
square! is a previous persistence experiment on twisted ne
atic liquid crystals@32#, an Ising model analog withf51/2.
Finally, an analytic result for a mean-field droplet mod
valid for f'1, describing nonconserved order parameter
namics with a time-dependent applied field is plotted a
dashed line@22#. Overall, there is a good agreement betwe
the Potts model, the experimental work on twisted nemat
and the droplet model. It is noted that neither the nematic
the droplet systems have cellular structures, and the r
tively good agreement between them and the Potts m
indicates that persistence is not greatly affected by the ce
lar structureper se. However, the decay exponents of th
soap-froth experiment and direct simulation are significan
larger than all these corresponding systems.

To understand the strong persistence decay in soap-
relative to other curvature-driven systems, we find it mo
transparent to first look at the persistence of isolated ce
The persistence exponent obtained by extrapolation tof
50, using a quadratic fit with powers of (12f), is 1.45,
which is slightly higher than 1.3 obtained from the expe
mental result@23#. However, it is significantly higher than
the Potts model result ofu(0)51. Our result ofu being
significantly greater than 1 implies either a continual eros
of the persistent cores in cells, a continual decrease in
fraction of cells with persistent cores, or both. Since the p
sistence of individual cells (P0* ) can be estimated from th
product of the averaged persistent area per unit
(^A* (t)&) and the number of cells containing persistent a
(N* ), it would be instructive to study their time dependen
It is found that the average persistent area^A* (t)/A(t0)&,
where averages are restricted to theN* (t) cells that contain
persistent areas at timet, reaches a steady value of about 0
for long times, which is in good agreement with the expe
mental result@23#. However,N* (t) is found to decay faste
than t21 @note thatN(t);t21# and a log-log fit gives an
exponent21.4060.02 that is consistent with the experime
tal value (21.27) @23#. Thus, for constant̂A* (t)/A(t0)&,
P0* }N* accounting for the decay of single cells with dec
rate consistent with the extrapolated values for the sim
tion and the experiment.
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This power-law decay ofN* (t)/N(t) implies significant
movement of the center of mass of a cell, since persiste
within a given surviving cell cannot be entirely lost witho
the cell moving off of its original center of mass. Cell motio
on the scale of the cell size is therefore directly implicated
the strong persistence decay of soap-froth. This is suppo
by recent measurement of cell motion of two-dimensio
soap-froth@20#. Figure 4 shows the distributions of max
mum cell displacement obtained from the simulation for d
ferent types of cells. Cell motion is usually large~compared
to cell size! for cells that do not survive to the latest tim
~nonsurvivor! and cells that do not contain persistent are
but it is small for cells containing persistent area. This is
good agreement with the experimental result@20#. It is clear
from the simulation that large displacements are caused
the fast topological processes, especially theT1 process that
is often ignored in theoretical work@13,14#, and are respon-
sible for the strong decay. This is consistent with results
direct simulation that show that the width of the distributio
of cell edgesm2 is dependent on the specific implementati
of T1 process@28#. Furthermore, from our measurements
the T1 processes that take place in real soap-froth@33#, we
can say that theT1 in soap-froth evolution is probably th
key process that distinguishes soap-froth from other syst
such asQ-state Potts model, nematic, and droplet system

To conclude, we have used a dynamical model to simu
two-dimensional soap-froth to study cluster persistence.
persistence is found to decay faster than other curvat
driven systems, especially theQ-state Potts Model that is
believed to simulate the soap-froth forq→`, for all volume
fractions. The stronger decay is caused by cell motions t
gered by fast topological processes. The result is in g
agreement with the soap-froth experiment indicating that

FIG. 4. The distribution of maximum normalized displaceme
@d5ur (t)2r (0)u/AA(t)# for nonsurvivor~open diamond!, survivor
without persistent area~open circle!, and survivor with persisten
area~solid circle!.
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BRIEF REPORTS PHYSICAL REVIEW E 65 042601
dynamical simulation is a good model to study soap-fr
evolution. Furthermore, it supports that the cluster per
tence is an effective tool to probe the dynamics of coarsen
systems. Lastly, although the currentQ-state Potts Mode
does not agree with soap-froth, it could obtain better agr
ment if the topological processes in soap-froth are incor
rated in the model.
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